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Abstract
It has been documneted across a number of datasets that a large farction of the new
products introduced by incumbent exporters are dropped due to low sales within the first
year. This regularity is consistent with firms facing uncertaitny in the export market and
has spurred the interest in whether firms learn about their market potential as they gain
experience in the export market in a Bayesian manner. In the context of multiproduct
firms, learning means updating beliefs about a firm-specific effect as the firms observes
the success of the products it has exported into the market.
Similarly to a number of other sstudies we document that as much as 40% of new
products by Chinese manufactures to the United States are droped within the first year
due to low sales. However we also document that firms introduce their best products
first: products introduced earlier in a firms’ exporting career tend to have higher average
sales. Guided by these empirical regularities we developt a model where firms learn about
the firms specific brand effect, but unlike earlier models we allow firms to have private
knowledge about which of their products are most likely to succeed in the export market.
When we take into account such private knowledge we find that learning plays a less
important role in export growth than has previously beeen thought.
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Introduction

In recent years trade economists have gained access to narrow classifications of firms’
exports. This has spurred their interest in the role of multiproduct exporters. It has been
documented for a number of countries that multiproduct firms are important players in
international trade. While small in number they account for a large share of domestic
production and international trade. This preponderance has led to the conjecture that
the addition of products within firms might be a significant margin of expansion for
international trade. While the efficacy of trade policies has been studied carefully in the
single-product firm set up, we still lack a good understanding of how trade policies affect
multiproduct firms.
The response of multiproduct firms to trade policies has been studied in two sets of
frameworks: static models with unobserved firm-product heterogeneity (e.g. Bernard,
Redding and Schott (2010)) and static models with core competence on the supply side
(e.g. Arkolakis and Mundler (2011)). In these setups falling entry costs induce entry of
only marginally productive firms or the addition of only marginally profitable products.
As a result incumbent firms respond to a reduction in trade costs with introduction of
products that sell in minor quantities and add little to aggregate trade flows.
In this paper we document three data regularities that static models of multiproduct exporters cannot explain. We develop a dynamic model of multiproduct firms that
accounts for these empirical regularities and use it to revisit the question of trade policy.
Using information on Chinese multiproduct exporters we document the following regularities: (1) multiproduct exporters introduce their best-selling products first, everything
else constant; (2) more than 40% of the new products introduced by incumbent exporters
are dropped due to low sales within the first year1 ; (3) the probability that a firm introduces a new product is positively related to the survival and success of its earlier
products.
The first empirical regularity is consistent with firms having prior knowledge about the
success of their future product lines, while the second points to uncertainty that incumbent
exporters face when they introduce new products. The third pattern is consistent with
firms learning about their potential in an export market as they introduce new products.
We develop a dynamic model that can fit all three of the above data regularities. In our
model, a firm that contemplates entry into the export market draws a vector of demand
shocks for each of its potential product lines. This set of demand shocks is known to
the firm, but is unobserved to the econometrician. We call these “known” shocks. They
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Javoric and Iacovone(2012) document a similar pattern for Mexican firms, except they do not distinguish between new and incumbent exporters.
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capture the prior knowledge a firm has about the success of each of its potential products.
The fact that firms have prior knowledge about the demand for each of their potential
products makes firms introduce their best products early on in their exporting experience.
To capture the uncertainty that firms face when they introduce new product lines and
to allow firms to learn about their potential in the export market, we introduce a Bayesian
learning mechanism into the model. Specifically, we assume that firms are endowed with
a firm-specific demand parameter, which we will call a brand effect. A firm does not
directly observe its brand effect, but the brand effect influences demand for each of its
products in a stochastic manner. For each product that the firm introduces, it draws a
second demand shock from a known distribution with the mean given by the brand effect.
These shocks are the sum of the brand effect and a random component that represents
uncertainty. (In the rest of the paper we will refer to this shock as “uncertainty” shock.)
Neither the firm, nor the econometrician, observe this shock until the firm launches the
product and observes its sales. We call these shocks “s shocks” as they are the signal from
which the firm infers its brand effect. The presence of this uncertainty generates products
that sell poorly and are dropped shortly after launch. As the firm introduces products
into the export market it learns about its underlying brand effect, which generates history
dependence, i.e., firms that have been successful in the past are more likely to expand.
The model also includes time-varying cost and demand shocks that are needed to
account for the intertemporal variation in the data. More importantly, we allow the cost
of introducing new products to vary with the product scope of the firm. We do so to
ensure that learning effects are not conflated with economies or dis-economies of scope.
The empirical questions that we ask in this paper are twofold. First, we want to
understand how important each of the mechanisms that we have introduced in the model
is in the data ( i.e. “known” demand shocks, uncertainty and learning about the brand
effect).
Second, we want to understand what are the implications of these mechanisms for trade
policy. In our model “known” demand shocks, uncertainty and learning about the brand
effect have opposing implications for the efficacy of trade policy and the overall result
depends on which of the mechanisms dominates in the data. “Known” demand shocks
imply that returns to introducing new products decrease with scope of the firm. This
suggests that decrease in costs of introducing subsequent products will induce introduction
of only less profitable products. Uncertainty about demand in the export market implies
that products that firms expect to be best-selling may not turn out to be successful
ex-post. Similarly, products that firms do not expect to be successful may generate
unexpectedly large sales. Learning about the brand effect further suggest that there may
be additional gains from reducing costs for introducing new products. For example, lower
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tariffs or lower market entry costs will induce some foreign firms to start exporting, i.e.
introduce their first product into the export market. As these new exporters learn about
their ability to serve the foreign market though their first product, some will find they
are high ability firms and will continue to enter new product markets more aggressively.2
To answer these questions we use data on Chinese exporters to the U.S. in the plastics industry and estimate the model structurally, and use it to perform counterfactual
experiments. First, we find that known demand shocks play an important role in whether
producers enter the export market or not. Without “known” demand shocks significantly
fewer firms enter the export market. Second, we find that including uncertainty about
the brand effect is necessary to account for large attrition among new exporters. When
we let firms know their brand effect precisely, only those with sufficiently high brand
effects enter. In that case, the model cannot replicate disproportionately large attrition
of products among new exporters. Third, we find that while firms’ actions are consistent
with learning about their brand effect, the uncertainty they face in conjunction with introducing new products looms large, and limits the impact of learning on firms’ incentives
to add new products. We find that the distribution of products among the high brand
effect firms only marginally first order stochastically dominates the distribution for low
brand effect firms. Furthermore, even when we preclude firms from updating their beliefs
about the brand effect, we are still able to (largely) replicate the distribution of firms over
the number of products conditional on the brand effect. Hence, we conclude that learning
affects decisions of firms to introduce new products only moderately.
Finally, we revisit the question of trade policy in the multiproduct firm setting. We
consider the effect of a decline in the market entry cost for new products on aggregate
exports. Specifically, we look at three scenarios: only the cost of introducing the first
product decreases, the costs of introducing all but the first product decrease, and costs of
introducing all products decrease. Naturally a decrease in the cost of introduction for all
products has the biggest impact on aggregate sales. What is interesting is that decreasing
only the cost for the first product has less effect on aggregate sales than decreasing the
cost of introduction for subsequent products, but not the first product. In the first case
aggregate sales increase, on average, by 6% and in the second case they increase, on
average, by 9% over the period of ten years. This contrasts the results of Arkolakis
and Muendler (2011) who find that a large share of the simulated increase in trade and
welfare is attributable to the decline in the cost of introducing the first product. We find
that more than half of the increase in aggregate sales can be attributed to decreasing
costs of introducing subsequent products. Hence, in the presence of economies of scope
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and uncertainty, decreasing costs of market entry for subsequent products can make a
significant contribution to increasing trade flows.

1.1

Relation to the literature

Our paper is closely related to the work of Arkolakis and Muendler (2011) on the account of our first data regularity, namely, that sales of products are negatively related
to their order of introduction within a firm. Using information on Brazillian exporters
they document that wide-scope exporters have their sales concentrated in few top selling products.34 They interpret this regularity as evidence of decreasing product specific
efficiency , i.e. core competence. Taken literally, their model predicts that prices should
rise as firms introduce products further away from their core competence. Since firms
would introduce products closest to their core competence first, product prices should be
higher for products introduced later than for products with which a firm started exporting. Table 1 shows the regression of monthly prices on the product’s order of introduction
within a firm, number of products attempted by a firm and the age of the product in
months. Price and order of introduction are negatively related suggesting that at least
in our sample of firms core competencies do not belong to the cost side. Our first data
regularity is consistent with the notion of core competence set up on the demand side, or
what we call “known” demand shocks.
Our model is similar in spirit to that of Timoshenko (2013) in that we also explore
the dynamics of firms learning about their brand effect through exporting new product
lines. The novelty of our approach is that we introduce heterogeneity in the prior beliefs
of firm managers about firm-product specific success ,i.e. “known” shocks. Our strategy
to separate the effects of “known” demand shocks from “uncertainty” relies on the data
regularity that firms introduce their best-selling products early on. The relative magnitudes of variances of the “known” shocks and “uncertainty” shocks determine the extent
to which the effects of selection, (i.e. firms introduce products that they expect to be
best first), are manifested in the data. If variance of the “uncertainty” shocks is large,
the importance of the selection mechanism is mitigated: even if firms introduce their
3
This regularity is similar to the Bernard, Redding, and Schott (2007) stylized fact that within firm
sales of multiproduct exporters follows a Pareto distribution.
4
It is worth pointing out that this regularity could come about purely as an artifact of order statistics,
rather than as a consequence of core competence. Suppose that firms were heterogeneous in productivities
and drew from a distribution of demand shocks. More productive firms would take on more risk and
attempt to introduce more products. Some of their products will be successful; others will be not. The
maximum (minimum) sales of a firm with many products would of course be higher (lower) than the
maximum (minimum) sales of a firm with fewer products. This would result in the same pattern as they
document. One could tell whether this patter is just an artifact of order statistics by looking at the order
of introduction of a product and its sales, as we do.
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best selling products first, unexpected realizations of unobserved until sale firm-product
shocks, will determine which products end up as best-selling in the data.
Our paper is also indirectly related to the literature that has focused on the relationship
between scope and productivity in order to explain why multiproduct firms are few in
numbers. Nocke and Yeaple (2013) focus on the “span of control approach” (as in Lucas
(1978)), and model costs of firms rising for all products as firms’ scope increases. Eckel
and Neary (2008) introduce the idea of core competence: as firms introduce products
further away from the core competence, the marginal cost of each new product increases.
Timoshenko (2013), and Arkolakis and Muendler (2011) both embed a model of Eckel and
Neary (2008) into an open economy set up. We chose not to do so because in our data
we do not find evidence of a positive association between price and order of introduction
as would be implied by their assumption.5
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe in detail the data regularities on which we base our model. Section 3 lays out the model. Section 4 describes the
estimation procedure and intuition behind identification. Section 5 presents the results
and Section 6 concludes.

2

Empirical Evidence:

In this section we discuss the data patterns that shape our modeling decisions. We will
use information on the universe of Chinese exporters supplying to the US in years 20012004. For each exporter we have monthly data on sales and prices for each of their
exported varieties at the 6 digit level. Unless stated otherwise before we do any analysis
we standardize sales(prices) for each firm-product pair relative to the mean sales (prices)
across firms for a given HS-6 digit category in a given month.6 We replicate the exercises
we are about to present here using the subsample of exporters in the plastics industry in
years 2001-2004. This is the subsample of firms we use to estimate the model presented
in the following section structurally.
First, we document that a product’s median monthly sales and its order of introduction within a firm are negatively related. Figure 1 depicts the log of median monthly
firm-product sales plotted against their order of introduction on the horizontal axis for
the cohort of firms that entered in 2001.7 Specifically, we take all products that were
5

See Table 1
Before we use information on prices and sales in our analysis we standardize them as follows. For
each product introduced by a firm we calculate the ratio of sales per month to average sales in that
product category by all firms in that month. This scaling makes sales comparable across products: a
ratio of 1.4 means the product has 40% higher sales than the average for the product.
7
Here we are not excluding products with quotas on them. The pattern is unchanged if we do.
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introduced first, second, etc., by all the firms in the sample over the period of four years
and compute the log of median sales for each group. There is a clear decrease in the the
median monthly sales as the order of introduction increases. If firms had some information about which of their potential products were going to be successful in the export
market, this pattern is exactly what we would expect.
To make the case for firms knowing about potential success of their products in the
market, we need to rule out that products introduced earlier have accumulated a bigger
client base, and so have larger sales. To address this concern we regress the log of firmproduct monthly sales on the the number of products that the firm has, product’s order
of introduction, and its tenure in months. We also incorporate year and industry fixed
effects. Table 2 presents the results. The coefficient on product’s age in months is positive
and significant indicating that older products indeed have larger sales. Nevertheless, the
effect of the order of introduction remains negative and significant. Table 3 presents
analogous results for the subset of firms in the plastics industry. 89
Figure 2 shows the log of median monthly sales at the order of introduction for product lines that have been exported for the same number of months (2-16 months). The
figure corroborates that firms enter exporting with the products they expect to be most
successful.
Recent work by Albornoz et al. (2011), Eaton et al. (2008), and Freund et al. (2008)
documents that exit rates are high among new exporters, and that exporters that survive
past the first year experience rapid sales growth. This has been interpreted as evidence
for exporters learning about their appeal in the market. Firms with low appeal drop
out of exporting, while firms that remain, grow rapidly. Below, we show that the data
suggests that even firms that have been exporting to a market previously still face risk
in conjunction with introducing new (for a firm) products. Tables 4 and 5 provide
information on firm-product pairs that were introduced into export market in 2001.10
Only firms that have exported before 2001 are included in the sample so that patterns
that characterize first time exporters do not influence conclusions of the exercise.
In Table 4 we show how the number of firm-product pairs introduced in 2001 evolves
as the cohort ages. The second column of the table reports the total number of products
that are present in a given year out of the total number of products that were introduced in
2001. For example, out of the 9,440 new product lines introduced in 2001, 4,378 of them,
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As we are restricting attention to a cohort, we need not worry about composition effects due to single
product firms being young (and possibly more productive).
9
One may expect that only the more productive firms introduce new products. Therefore, we would
expect products introduced earlier have lower median sales than products introduced later and this would
should only strengthen the pattern we observe. If we sort firms by the total number of products produced
and repeat the above exercise, the same pattern emerges.
10
Industries with quotas on them include textiles, footwear and headgear. Here other forces are at play.
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or about 46%, are still sold in 2002, 3,174 in 2003 and so on. The product lines present
in the beginning of the year are divided into three groups depending on their situation in
the beginning of the following year. Column three reports the products that are still sold
in the following year. Column four shows the number of products that were discontinued
by firms that continued exporting. Column five reports the number of products that exit
because the carrying firm exits from exporting. The number in brackets is the percentage
of products in the given group relative to the total number of products that were sold in
a given year. For example, of the 9,440 products introduced in 2001, we see that 4,054,
or about 43%, of them are discontinued by firms that continued to sell other products
in 2002, while 1008 products disappear from the export market along with the firm that
introduced the product.
A striking pattern is that more than 45% of the products that were introduced in
year 2001 are discontinued in the same year by firms that continue to export to the same
market. Attrition in subsequent years drops to about 25%. We interpret this pattern
as evidence that firms face uncertainty about demand for their new products. The fact
that attrition stabilizes quickly after introduction also suggests that the uncertainty about
demand for a given product is resolved soon after introduction.11
Table 6 shows analogous results for the subset of firms in the plastics industry for
products introduced in 2002 for firms that started exporting in 2001. Tables 8 shows the
analogous results for a cohort of products introduced in the first half of 2002 by firms
that started exporting in the first half of 2001 in the plastics industry.
Table 512 shows the average monthly sales for the cohort of firm-product pairs that were
introduced into the export market in 2001, conditional on whether the firm-product pair is
still exported in the following year. Specifically, it shows average sales among continuing
products (products introduced in t and present in t + 1), products dropped despite the
firm remaining in the export market (products in t, which exit in t + 1 conditional on firm
staying in t + 1), and products dropped due to firm exit from the export market (products
in t, which exit in t + 1 along with the mother firm). The average monthly sales among
products that are exported in the following period are higher than among products that
are discontinued, regardless of whether the carrying firm continues to export or not. This
is consistent with firms facing uncertainty about their demand shock before they observe
sales of their product.
Table 7 shows analogous results for the subset of firms in the plastics industry for
11

This pattern is consistently present in all cohorts.
Average monthly sales grow as cohort ages. The fastest growth occurs in the first year after introduction across all cohorts. This pattern also suggests that learning about the demand shock is fast.
Also average sales across all cohorts increase in year 2005. Large growth in year 2005 can potentially be
attributed to a number of reforms undertaken in that year, including trade and bank sector liberalizations.
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products introduced in 2002 by firms that started exporting in 2001.
Now we consider the possibility that firms are endowed with a brand effect that is
common across products, and as exporters introduce new products they learn about their
firm-specific potential in the export market. Such learning would imply that firms that
have introduced successful products in the past would perceive it as evidence that their
brand effect is high, and would introduce new products more aggressively. By analogy,
firms that introduced products that were dropped shortly after introduction will perceive
it as evidence of low brand effect and they would be less likely to introduce new products.
To investigate the conjecture whether the past successes and failures inform the decision
of the firm to expand its scope, we estimate the binary logistic probability model of the
firm introducing a new product line:
Pr(yf t = 1|X) = G α + β1 F ratef (t−1) + β2 Av.salesf (t−1) + β3 nf (t−1) + β4 Agef t + β5 T ot expt
(1)
The dependent variable yf t is the indicator variable that takes value 1 if firm indexed by
f introduces at least one new product in year t. The independent regressor F ratef (t−1)
denotes the failure rate for the firm f as of time t. It is computed as the ratio of the
number of products that the firm has introduced and abandoned by year t relative to the
total number of products the firm (f ) has introduced since entry into the export market.
It is included to test the hypothesis that firms learn about their firm-specific brand appeal
as they introduce new products. If firms learn and take into account their histories, we
expect the probability of introducing a new product would be negatively related to the
share of a firm’s failed products.
nf t−1 is the number of products that the firm has introduced by year t. It is included to
account for the fact that share of products dropped may have different effect on probability
of introducing new products depending on the scope of the firm. The number of products
that a firm has introduced also may capture the fact that large scope exporters have
exhausted their best selling products and now have a lower probability of introducing a
new product. Finally, it is possible that cost of entering the export market with each
subsequent product decreases(increases) with scope.
Av.salesf t stands for the average sales per product of a firm. We include average sales
per product for each firm as a measure of firm productivity to account for the fact that
firms that have experienced a raise in productivity will be more likely to introduce a new
product.
The age of exporter f in year t (Agef t ) is simply the number of years we observe
the firm exporting. Age of the firm is included to account for the fact that incentives of
13
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firms to introduce new products may change with its experience in the export market.
For instance, young firms may experiment with new products to learn about their brand
appeal. T ot expt is the total exports of the Chinese firms in year t. Annual aggregate
sales are included to account for the changes that affect all exporters over time. To control
for the firm-specific time invariant effects (productivity, industry, etc.) we use a within
estimator for panel data.
In Table 9 we present the results of the regression for firms that started exporting
between 2001 and 2004 fro firms operating in quate free industries. Proxy for the history
of failures has a negative sign suggesting that firms indeed take into account their history.
Average sales per product and number of products per firm have are marginally significant.
Average sales per product have a positive sign as expected. The number of products has
a negative sign consistent with the hypothesis that firms introduce their best products
first. Age has negative sign suggesting the value of experimentation for the young firms.
Total exports that are included to capture time effects are all near zero and insignificant.
Table 10 presents analogous results for the subset of exporters that started exporting
in 2001 and operated in the plastics industry.14
To summarize, we document that (1) multi-product exporters introduce their bestselling products early; (2) more than 40% of the new products by incumbent exporters are
dropped due to low sales within the first year; (3) for a firm the probability of introducing
a new product is positively related to the survival and success of its earlier products.
In the following section we describe the model that accommodates each of the three
empirical regularities.

3

Model:

We develop a partial equilibrium model of multiproduct exporter behavior consistent with
the data patterns we have described in the previous section. Launching new products into
the export market is costly and the success of these new products is uncertain. Firms
choose to introduce the kinds of products that they believe they will be successful in based
on their individual experience.
Our model is cast in continuous time and is based on the modeling techniques of
Kortum and Klette (2004), Eaton et al. (2012), and Arcidiaconno et al. (2012). With
time being continuous, instead of assuming that events and decision are made at fixed
intervals of time (i.e. year or month), we assume that decisions are made at stochastic
intervals of time. For instance, we have data on monthly sales of the firm, so we could
14
The regression does not contain the variable total exports because since we consider only one cohort
of firms age and total exports are highly collinear.
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say that firms have to make a sale every month. Instead, we say that firms make sales
on average every x months, and let the data determine the value of x. Allowing data
to determine how frequently adjustments happen has a few advantages over fixing the
times when firm draw shocks and make decisions. Payoff to introducing new products
changes depending on the history of the firm. A continuous time framework allows firms
to revise their behavior after every event. It also simplifies the computational burden:
in continuous time a firm faces a decision to introduce one more product, rather than
deciding how many products to introduce over a fixed interval of time as in discrete time
model. For instance, Timoshenko (2013) allows firms to experience a change in demand
and introduce a new product only once a year. If in reality the bulk of firms make decisions
and draw demand shocks more frequently than once a year, then the magnitude of the
estimated parameters would have to compensate for the unrealistic rigidity of the model.
Choosing a small but fixed interval of time would not bias estimates, but increases the
computational burden greatly as the number of times the firm’s problem needs to be
solved grows rapidly.
We explicitly model a small open economy in partial equilibrium framework because
we do not have enough data to confidently estimate a general equilibrium model. We
also focus on the US export market only. Previous research suggests that firms face
different entry costs in different markets and may even face different demand structures.
Meaningfully incorporating learning across products and geographic markets would be a
computationally daunting task.
Henceforth: f indexes firms, n products and their order of introduction, and t time.
We start with the exposition of the cost side of the firm.

3.1

Cost:

To incorporate heterogeneity arising from the production side we model the marginal cost
of an nth product of a firm f as:
Cf nt = exp(−$f + uf nt + γk )WfβtW MfβtM

(2)

lnCfknt = −$f + uf nt + γk + βW lnWf t + βM lnMf t

(3)

taking logs

should βW and βM vary across types of products k?
where ($f ) is the firm-specific productivity shifter, (wf ) and (kf ) are the firm-specific
wage rate and capital stock respectively. The capital stock is included as a size shifter, i.e.
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firms with different capital stocks presumably face different rates of return on capital. The
effect of the wage and capital stock on the cost of the firm is measured by γw and γr . The
productivity shock($f ) is constant over time for each firm and is drawn from a normal
distribution with mean m$f and variance κ$f . uf nt is firm-product specific time variant
cost shock. The distributional assumptions about the firm-product idiosyncratic shock
(uf nt ) will be relayed later. At this point, I just say that it changes with the intensity
(Poisson rate parameter) λeu .
The monopolistic competition assumption yields the price rule for each product that
the firm makes:
pf nt =

3.2

σk
cf nt
σk − 1

σ ∈ (1, ∞)

(4)

Demand:

A representative consumer at the export destination has CES preferences. There is a
mass of firms supplying multiple products to the foreign consumer. Some of these firms
are Chinese in origin. These are the firms we are studying here. In particular, there are
K products in the universe of exported products. A firm can produce multiple products
indexed by n, but is associated with a unique variety in each product f . The number of
products is finite and in the empirical implementation will correspond to the four digit
international product codes (HS-4). The number of varieties, or firms, that produce each
product can be infinite.
With CES preferences and the assumption that elasticity of substitution between
products and varieties is the same, demand for a product n made by the firm f at time t
is given by:
qf nt = (pf nt )−σk Φk exp(zf nt ).
(5)
σ is the elasticity of substitution between products and varieties, and zf nt is the demand shock for firm f , product n at time t. Since in the empirical implementation we
standardize data on products, Φ is the market demand shifter common to all products.
From now on the subscript n stands for the order of introduction of the product within
a firm, rather than a product category.
Demand shock zf nt is a composite of the firm-product specific permanent shocks µf n
(“known” shock), sf n (s shock), and time variant idiosyncratic firm-product specific demand shock εf nt :
zf nt = sf n + µf n + εf nt
(6)
We assume that each firm can make any product from a fixed set of products. For each
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of these products a firm draws a permanent product specific demand shock µf n prior to
entry into the export market from a normal distribution N (0, κ2 ). The realizations of the
product specific shocks µf n are known to the firm throughout its existence. This shock
captures the amount of product-specific information that a firm has about the demand it
is going to face in the export market.
The firm-product permanent demand shock sf n is drawn from the normal distribution
with mean ηf and variance ψ 2 . More precisely, sf n = ηf + xf n , where ηf is unobserved to
the firm and xf n is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance ψ. The value of ψ is
a common knowledge across all exporters. The firm specific parameter, brand effect ηf ,
in turn is drawn from a normal distribution with mean zero and variance τ 2 :
ηf ∼ N (0, τ 2 )

(7)

The firm does not observe the value of ηf , but knows the distribution from which it
has been drawn. The beliefs of the firm about the value of ηf evolve over time with the
introduction of new products into the export market.
εf nt is drawn together with uf nt from a joint normal distribution N (0, Σ). The two
are potentially correlated. The two shocks change simultaneously according to the homogeneous Poisson process with rate λeu .
We introduce correlation between the time-variant cost and demand shocks to relax
the consequences of monopolistic competition assumption. The monopolistic competition
assumption rules out the possibility that profit maximizing firms with higher demand
shocks can charge a higher price for their products. Allowing the time variant firmproduct specific cost shock uf nt to be correlated with the time variant firm-product specific
demand shock εf nt permits us to model the demand that the firm faces as monopolistic
competition without violating the data.

3.3

Timing & Information Set:

Before we proceed to describe the problem of the firm in detail we lay out a brief preview
of the model and describe the timing assumptions we make. In our set up a domestic firm
that contemplates entry into the export market is described by four elements: (1) its firm
level productivity draw $f , (2) belief about its firm specific brand effect ηf n , (3) the set of
“known” permanent firm-product specific demand shocks for each of its potential products
→ = {µ }N , (4) the distribution over possible realizations of the
in the export market, −
µ
f
f n n=1
time variant shocks, uf nt and εf nt . At any instant of time a firm chooses an intensity
with which it introduces a new product into the export market, and weather to continue
exporting each product in its current export portfolio.
12

→, before it
The firm observes the permanent firm-product specific demand shocks, −
µ
f
starts exporting. These shocks are meant to capture the idea that potential exporters
have had domestic experience in selling their products and must have learned with which
products they are most likely to succeed in the export market. Even exporters that
have not sold domestically or exported to other destinations would have better knowledge
about the potential of the firm in a set of products it can start exporting than would an
econometrician. This notion of the demand shock typically employed in heterogeneous
demand models where demand shock is known to the firm but is unobserved to the
econometrician.
By construction, expected profits from a product line are directly proportional to
the realization of the firm-product specific shock µf n . It is therefore optimal for the
firm to start exporting with the highest µf n product. To choose how much to invest into
introducing a product into the export market, the firm compares the payoff to introducing
the product with the cost of choosing the intensity with which this happens. The payoff
depends on the expected discounted stream of profits from the product line plus the
information value from learning about the firm specific brand effect. A firm that chooses
a hazard rate of introducing a product, λr , will be ready do so after a period of time
determined by the exponential distribution with rate parameter λr .
Just before starting production of a product with a given “known” demand shock
µf n , the firm observes the product specific cost and demand shocks (εf nt , uf nt ). Upon
observing these two shocks the firm will decide whether to proceed with the introduction
of the product or not. Variation in the firm-product specific demand and cost shocks is
meant to capture changes in the buyer specific relationships or physical conditions at the
firm’s production facilities that would result in temporary changes in cost or demand.
Since conditions at the production facilities are changing over time, it is reasonable to
assume that firms take into account only the distribution over the possible realizations of
(εf nt and uf nt ) when they contemplate entry into new markets. Should we not make this
assumption, the number of state variables that the firm has to track when it introduces
a new product would increase dramatically15 making the problem unsolvable.
A firm that decides to start production of its first product after observing the time
variant firm-product specific cost and demand shocks will make its first sale at the exogenous Poisson rate λs . After making the first shipment of the product the firm learns the
permanent firm product specific shock sf n = ηf + xf n that has been unknown to it until
sale, and updates beliefs about its firm level effect ηf in a Bayesian manner to (ηf 1 , (τ1 )2 ).
To be concise, we omit the firm specific index on ηf ,ηf n sf n , and xf n from now on.
15

A firm would have to keep track of the evolution of the firm product specific shocks $f nt and uf nt
for each product that it can start exporting.
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The updating rule is given by the following sequential update where
sn = η +
(xn 2
ηn ψ +sn τn2
if the firm has introduced a new product and observed sn
ψ 2 +τn2
ηn+1 =
ηn otherwise
( 2 2
τn ψ
if the firm has introduced a new product and observed sn
τn2 +ψ 2
2
τn+1
=
τn otherwise
So far, we have considered a number of strict timing assumptions about the sequence of
shocks realizations and timing of firms’ actions. These assumptions considerably simplify
the estimation procedure. One such assumption that deserves particular justification is
that it is enough for the firm to observe one sale of a product to learn about its permanent
firm-product specific demand component. While this assumption clearly oversimplifies the
process through which firms learn about the demand they face for their new product we
believe that it does not bias our results. Table 4, that shows the attrition rates for new
products are high in the first year, and stabilize from the second year on. This suggests
that learning about the potential of a product in the market happens fast.

3.4

Decision to continue exporting or terminate a product line:

Before we move on to consider the firm’s problem of introducing a new product line into
the export market we look at the decision of the firm to keep or terminate an existing
product. The present discounted value of a product that the firm is currently selling can
be described with the Bellman equation:
V (ε, u; sn , µn , $) =

max

(8)


−F + λs [π(ε, u; sn , µn , $) + V (ε, u; sn , µn , $)] + λε,u Eε0 ,u0 V (ε0 , u0 ; sn , µn , $))
,0
ρ + λs + λε,u

The present discounted stream of profits is denoted as V (ε, u; sn , µn , $) where we omit
firm-product specific indices on εf nt and uf nt for brevity. It depends on the firm-specific
productivity $, the two firm-product specific permanent demand shocks: µn and sn , and
the firm product specific time variant cost and demand shocks: ε, u. A forward looking
firm that contemplates whether to keep or terminate the product anticipates that it will
make a sale at rate λs and collect profits in the amount π(ε, u; sn , µn , $). It also takes into
consideration the evolution of the product specific cost and demand shocks (ε, u), which
change with exogenously given intensity λeu . The firm pays the fixed cost of exporting a
product F and can terminate the product at any instant of time if the expected value of
profits fails to compensate the expenditures on fixed cost.
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3.5

Introduction of new products:

Now we characterize how firms introduce new products. At each instant of time the
firm chooses the intensity with which it introduces a new product to the market, λr . It
choses a value of λr by comparing the expected benefit from adding a product line to the
flow cost of maintaining a given value of λr , cn (λr ). The cost of choosing an intensity of
starting to export a new product, cn (λr ), depends on the number of products the firm
has attempted to export so far. Let v(sn , µn+1 , $) denote the expected present value of
profits from a product before the values of the time-variant firm-product specific shocks
(ε, u) are observed. We obtain it by integrating the present discounted value of a product
line, V (ε, u; sn+1 , µn+1 , $), over all possible realizations of ε and u:
Z
v(sn+1 , µn+1 , $) =

V (ε, u; sn+1 , µn+1 , $)dN (ε, u; 0, Σ)

(9)

ε×u

The present value of introducing (n + 1)th product for a firm with n products depends
on the updated distribution of beliefs about the brand effect (ηn , τn2 ), productivity $, and
→:
a set of product specific shocks −
µ
f
→) =
W ((ηn , τn2 ); $, −
µ
f

= max
λr
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where N (sn+1 ; ηn , τn2 + ψ 2 ) represents the normal distribution with mean ηn and variance τn2 + ψ 2 . The optimal value of λr depends on the expected pay-off from introducing
a product: the expected stream of profits plus the value of learning about its brand effect
relative to the cost of choosing the intensity.
To solve the model we assume that the cost attaining a particular hazard rate,λr , takes
the following functional form:
c2n (1 − (1 − λr )
cn (λr ) =
1 − c11

1− c1

1

)

(11)

We borrow this cost function from Arkolakis (2010) as it has a number of attractive
properties. First, it does not satisfy the Inada condition as λr goes to 0, which allows
us to replicate the empirical fact that a large fraction of firms choose to introduce just
one or two products. Second, it lends itself to an analytical solution. Parameter c1
determines the curvature of the cost function, while c2n is the scale parameter. c2n varies
15

with the number of products that a firm has attempted to introduce in order to allow for
(dis-)economies of scope. In the empirical implementation we assume that c2n may be
different for products for the first seven products and remain constant for more products.
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Solving the first order condition yields a closed form solution for the rate of introducing
new products:
λr = 1−
(12)
 R 
→) −c1
→ dN (s ; η n+1 , τ 2 + ψ 2 ) − W (η n+1 ; $, −
n+2
µ
v(sn+1 ; µn+1 , $) + W (ηn+1
(sn+1 ); $, −
µ
f
f
n+1 n
n
n
sn+1


 .
c2(n+1)
The intensity of introducing a new product has the upper limit of one17 and is increasing in the difference between the expected value of introducing another product line and
the value of maintain the current scope.
Our empirical model consists of key structural equations: the demand equation( 5),
price rule( 4) and marginal cost function( 3) , product introduction equation( 10), and
market participation decision for each product( 8). In the following section we will proceed
to describe the estimation routine.

4
4.1

Estimation and Identification.
Data

In the estimation we use data on firms in the plastics industry that export to the US. We
chose the plastics industry because it was free from quotas and tariff restrictions during
the sample period. Using the firm survey dataset we obtain information on the wage rate,
capital stock, firm registration date and start date of exporting for each firm. For firms
that export directly18 , we add to the firm level information data on monthly sales and
prices of products at the 4-digit level from the Universe of Customs Transactions. After
excluding firms that exited and reentered the sample we are left with 5,860 potential
16

The reason we assume that the cost of introducing seven or more products is constant is that we
have few firms that have more than seven products, which makes estimating the c2n for large n difficult.
Alternative would have been to impose a structure on c2n as a function of n. Our estimates however
suggest that the costs of introducing a new product do not systematically vary with scope, introducing
a functional form could lead to misleading results.
17
The upper limit of one is never binding
18
i.e. those firms that have a match in the customs data
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exporters of different ages, of which 645 enter into exporting in 2001. We track these
firms from the moment of their entry to the end of 2004. 19

4.2

Estimation Routine:

We estimate all of the parameters in the described model except for the elasticity of
substitution between the products, σ = 8 based on estimates in Das et. al. (2007), and
the instantaneous discount factor, ρ = 0.02, which corresponds to the annual discount
factor of 0.98. In order to identify the remaining 22 parameters we will use the indirect
−−−−−→
inference approach. Using actual data we create a vector of moments to match, βd (θtrue ).
Given an initial guess for the set of parameter estimates, θ0 , we generate continuous time
data using the model and then aggregate it to the same level as the observed data. Using
−−−→
the aggregated data we construct a counterpart of the targeted moments vector, βs (θ0 ).
Then using a global search algorithm we numerically solve for the value of θ̂ such that it
minimizes the objective function given by:
−−−→ −−−−−→
−−−→ −−−−−→
(βs (θ̂) − βd (θtrue ))0 W (βs (θ̂) − βd (θtrue ))

(13)

where W is a weighting matrix. We use a diagonal weighting matrix, whose elements
−−−−−→
−−−−−→
are given by V ar−1 (βd (θtrue )). We compute each element of V ar−1 (βd (θtrue )) using the
bootstrap.
For each firm in the firm-level survey we observe its first year of operation, annual
wages, capital stocks, and exporting status. For exporters we have data on sales and prices
for each of the exported products at the 4 digit level. In the simulation routine for each
firm in the firm level survey we draw a productivity shock ($f ) from the distribution of
2
), and firm specific brand effect, ηf , from the distribution
firm productivities N (m$f , κ$
f
2
of the brand effects N (0, τ ), and a vector of time-invariant firm-product shocks for each
=25
of the 25 products that the firm can potentially make {µf n }N
n=1 . Given the draws of
primitive shocks, we solve the firm’s problem to obtain the policy function: the intensity of
introducing a new product. Given the intensity of introducing a product, λr , we draw the
time when the firm starts production from the exponential distribution with the intensity
λr . Next, we draw the time of the first sale from the exponential distribution with the
intensity λs , common to all firms and products. After the first sale the firm observes the
demand shock signal sn = ηf + xf n and updates its beliefs about the distribution of the
demand shocks it is facing for its subsequent product, and chooses a level of intensity of
19

We don’t use information about exporters in 2005, because in 2005 a number of reforms take effect
which leads to a large entry of new exporters. Since our model is not equipped to pick up changes in
aggregate environment we exclude year 2005 from sample used in the structural estimation.
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introducing a new product.
For each product the firm introduces, we draw a vector of transitory cost and demand
shocks, as well as the times of their change. Using the policy function of the firm, we
determine which products are going to be sold and which are going to be dropped. The
products with positive present values remain and we simulate sales of these products.
Eventually for each firm we will have an array of simulated prices, revenues and times
of sale. We use this information to construct analogues of the annual and monthly datasets
that we observe in the data.

4.3

Identification

Discussion of identification is informal. The mechanisms presented in the model are
relatively complex and the primitive parameters are jointly responsible for generating the
distribution of sales, prices, and products. To achieve identification we choose moments
that are sensitive to changes in some parameters but not to changes in other parameters.
The values of the data and their simulated counterparts are shown in tables 11 and 12
in the order they are discussed here.
First of all, we face the problem of separately identifying variance of the brand effects
from the variance of the productivity shocks. τ 2 denotes the variance of the distribution of
the brand effects (ηf ). m$f and κ$f are the mean and variance of the normal distribution
from which firm specific productivity shocks, $f , are drawn. In the model, differences in
productivities across firms influence the distribution of prices, while firms’ innate brand
effects influence sales conditional on prices. To pin down the parameters that govern the
distribution of firm specific productivities we target the {0.25,0.5,0.75,0.98} percentiles
of the distribution of the firm level price indices (average price across all products of the
firm and across time).
In order to identify the variance of the distribution of brand effects, τ 2 , we need
to disentangle the price effect on firm sales from the brand effect. To do so we use
information on prices and sales along with the model to derive an empirical measure of
sf nt
and
brand effects. In the model, the composite demand shock is given by zf nt = p1−σ
f nt Φ
Φ is constant across products, firms, and time. The ratio of sales to prices to the power
sf nt
of 1-σ ( p1−σ
∝ zf nt ) is informative about firms demand shocks net of productivity effects.
f nt
Now, we construct a statistic that is informative about firm specific brand effects. We
will refer to it as ηf -proxy. First, we compute a proxy of a product specific demand shock
sf nt
zf n -proxy, by averaging across monthly values of p1−σ
. Then, we compute ηf -proxy as an
f nt
average across zf n - proxies. For example, if a given firm f has introduced nf products by
the end of our sample ηf -proxy =

P nf

n=1 zf n −proxy

nf
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. We then match the {0.25,0.5,0.75,0.98}

percentiles of the distribution of the brand effect proxies (ηf -proxy).
Another pair of parameters whose identification is tricky are the variances of the distribution of the unobserved demand shock xf n and “known” demand shock µf n . The
former, xf n , is drawn from N (0, ψ 2 ) and the latter ( µf n ) from N (0, κ2 ). Both of these
shocks determine quantities of products sold in the market, as well as the probability of
introducing a new product. A crucial distinction between the two is that µf n is known
by the firm throughout its existence. As for the xf n , the firm only observes the composite sf n = xf n + ηf after the product has been produced and exported. Intuitively the
distribution of xf n pins down the share of products that are dropped by the firm after
introduction due to low sales. Uncertainty about the realization of xf n , and consequently
sf n , is the only source of uncertainty in the model and explains why firms introduce
products that are quickly dropped due to low sales, as we observe in the data.
The presence of prior knowledge about the success of new products, or the “known”
demand shocks µf n , implies that on average firms will select into their best-selling products
early in their exporting career. The relative magnitudes of ψ and κ, the variances of xf n
and µf n respectively, determine the extent to which the effects of selection are manifested
in the data. If ψ is large the importance of the selection mechanism is mitigated. Even if
firms introduce their best selling products first, unexpected realizations of xf n , and hence
sf n , will determine which products end up as best selling in the data.
To identify κ, we use information on the relationship between the product’s demand
shocks and it’s order of introduction within a firm. The value of zf n -proxy is informative
about the underlying µf n +xf n . We regress the obtained value of zf n -proxy of a permanent
firm-product specific demand shock on its order of introduction within a firm and the
number of products the firm has attempted over the sample period. We include the
number of products attempted to account for the fact that more productive firms would
export more products.
Parameters that determine how costly introduction of new products is (c1 and c21 , c22 ,
c23 , c24 , c25 , c26 , c27 ) influence the distribution of firms over the number of products. c1
determines how much firms adjust the intensity of introducing a new product in response
to changes in the expected profits from introducing new products. Hence c1 not only
determines how much firms adjust their intensities in response to learning more about their
brand effect, but also how much intensities differ across firms with different productivities
and different sets of “known” demand shocks. For lower values of c1 we expect to have
less dispersion in the number of products per firm than when c1 is large. To this end, we
match the number of firms that have from one to ten products.
In our model both the learning mechanism and the economies(dis-economies) of scope
imply that firms incentives to expand are influenced by the products they have introduced
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in the past. The implications of the two mechanisms differ as follows. Learning makes
firms that have introduced successful products in the past more likely to expand, and
firms that have introduced products that sold poorly less likely to expand. If costs of
introducing new products are increasing (decreasing) with scope it affects all firms that
have introduced a certain number of products, regardless of how well these products sold.
To help identify the scope parameters separately from the effect of learning we match
the coefficients of a Poisson regression where the dependent variable is the number of
products introduced in year y and the independent variables describe the state of the firm
in the previous year y − 1. The first independent variable is the proxy of firm’s beliefs
about its brand effect after introducing nf products by the end of year y. We denote it
as ηf ny -proxy. We first need to compute a statistic that is informative about firm specific
demand shock. For each product the firm has introduced by the end of year y − 1 we
s nm
over the number of months a product has been sold since
will compute an average of pf1−σ
f nm
introduction until the end of the year y − 1. Finally, we approximate the belief of the
s nm
over the number of
firm about its brand effect, ηf ny -proxy, as the average value of pf1−σ
f nm
products the firm has introduced by the end of the year y −1. We also include the number
of products the firm has introduced and the number of products a firm has dropped by
the end of the previous year.
The ηf ny -proxy and the number of dropped products help to capture how much a
firm responds to changes in their beliefs about its underlying brand effect. They help
pin down the values of c1 , ψ, and τ . The number of products a firm has attempted so
far is informative about the effect of scope parameters, i.e. c21 , c22 , c23 , c24 , c25 , c26 , c27 . If
costs of introducing new products are decreasing with the number of products, we expect
large scope firms to introduce products more intensively, despite the fact that incentives
to introduce new products decrease as firms run out of their “best-selling” products.
Similarly, if costs of introducing new products are increasing with the number of products
we expect that intensity with which firms introduce new products will decrease with scope
beyond what is implied by the value of κ, which governs the extent to which firms appear
to introduce their best products first in the data.
The age of firms at the time when they start exporting to the US helps us identify the
mean and variance of the firm specific productivity distribution and cost of introducing
the first product into the export market. Our model implies that firms that took longer
to start exporting since registering are less productive relative to firms that start earlier.
Even though we have information on the registration date of all firms, we treat firms
that were registered before 1999 as if they did so in 1999 to avoid dealing with long term
dynamics. Firms that have been producing domestically before 1999 (as early as 1916)
may have experienced a change in productivity, ownership, etc. over such a long period
20

of time. Our model rules that out and would misinterpret firms that took a long time to
start exporting as unproductive.
The fixed cost of exporting a product is pinned down by the mean sales among the
products that are dropped. The intensity of making a sale λs is identified by matching
the average number of shipments per year.
In order to identify the variance covariance matrix of the distribution of the time variant cost and demand shocks, Σ, and the hazard rate of a change in these two shocks,λeu ,
we target moments of monthly price and sales distributions. We match the four quantiles
{0.25,0.5,0.75,0.98} of monthly prices and backed out demand shock distributions. We
also target correlation between prices and sales.
Correlation between prices and wages, and correlation between prices and firms’ capital
stocks pins down the effect of wage rates and capital stocks on the marginal cost of the
firm.

5

Results

In this section, we present the estimates of the parameters, as well as the counterfactual
experiments.

5.1

Estimates

Table 13 shows the estimates of the demand side parameters. The first parameter in
the table, τ , is the standard deviation of the firm-specific brand effects. The second
parameter, ψ, determines the degree of uncertainty that firms face in the export market
in when they introduce new products. These two parameters govern how long it takes a
firm to learn about its brand effect. The larger are ψ and τ, the harder it is for a firm
to extract information about its brand effect from the signal it receives when it makes
a sale. The value of ψ determines the residual uncertainty that persists even when the
brand effect is fully known by the exporter. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the variance
of the exporter’s beliefs about its underlying brand effect as it introduces new product
lines. The variance of the perceived brand effect shocks falls by 20% after the introduction
of the first product. After the introduction of the second product, the variance falls by
another 13%. The incremental effects of subsequent new signals decrease monotonically,
so that most of the learning happens with the introduction of the first few products.
The third row of the table shows the estimate of κ, the standard deviation of the
“known” shocks. Even though it is small in magnitude our counterfactuals suggest that
it plays an important role in determining entry of firms into exporting.
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The value of λs we estimate translates into a product being shipped to the export
market at an average rate of 5 times per year, or approximately every 2.5 months. This
is consistent with the data sample average. All of the learning and demand estimates are
significant.
Table 14 shows the estimates of the supply side parameters. The first two parameters
are the mean and standard deviation of the firm-level productivity distribution. Comparing the standard deviation of the productivity shocks and the standard deviation of the
firm specific brand effects suggests that the bulk of firm heterogeneity lies on the demand
side. The wage coefficient βw is positive and significant as would be expected. The coefficient on capital stock, a measure of firm’s size, has a positive sign, and is insignificant.
This is consistent with the absence of size effects.
The value of λeu , the hazard rate of transient costs and demand shocks changing,
translates into such changes occurring on average twice a year. Σ11 = .283 and Σ22 = .973
point to large variation in prices and quantities over time for each product. The variance of
the transient cost shocks is particularly large. This suggests that firm-specific productivity
is not sufficient to account for variation in costs. The correlation between the cost and
demand is small but still positive.
The first row of Table 15 gives the estimate of the instantaneous fixed cost of exporting
a product. It translates into the fixed cost of exporting a product being about 39% of the
average profits from a product line across all firms and products. The scope parameters
c21 , c22 , c23 , c24 ,c25 , c26 and c27 are roughly decreasing with the number of products
attempted, consistent with limited economies of scope.

5.2

Uncertainty, Experimentation, Selection into Products, and
their Consequences.

Next we use our estimates to assess the importance of “uncertainty” shocks, learning
about the brand effect, and the “known” demand shocks in generating the histories of
firms observed in the data.
We will consider several scenarios. In the full-information scenario we generate the
data under the assumption that firms know their brand effect exactly. We continue to
have firms draw their brand effects from the population distribution, N (0, τ 2 ), but assume
these are known to the firm. To consider the “no learning” scenario we preclude firms
from updating their beliefs about their brand effect draw. To understand the role that
the “known” demand shocks play in determining the behavior of firms we simulate the
model setting the variance of the “known” shocks to zero.20
20

We might have just made the known demand shock unknown, i.e., added it to the unknown demand
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In each scenario we simulate a pool of producers that contemplate entry into exporting.
We allow entry of new firms for three quadrimestres (or one year) and then restrict entry
of new firms into exporting and track this cohort of firms for another nine quadrimestres
(three years).
5.2.1

Baseline case

Our model predicts that firms learn about their underlying brand effect through introducing new products. Firms that have a high brand effect, or firms that come to believe
they have a high brand effect, will add products more intensively. Conversely, firms that
come to believe they have a low brand effect stop expanding. This has implications for the
distribution of the number of products per firm for a cohort of exporters. We expect that
as the cohort matures, the distribution of the number of products per exporter for firms
with high brand effect will first order stochastically dominate the distribution for those
with lower brand effects. This is more so when the variation in the “uncertainty” shocks
is low and learning happens fast. Figure 4 illustrates the case when we set the standard
deviation of the “uncertainty” shocks at ψ = 0.2 instead of the estimated ψ = 0.9. It
shows the distribution of firms over the number of products for a cohort of exporters that
started exporting this year conditional on their brand effect. We consider two groups of
exporters: those with a brand effect higher than 0.1 and those with brand effect below
-0.1.
The first panel of the figure 4 shows the high brand effect exporters and low brand
effect exporters in their first year with ψ = 0.2. There are 41 high brand firms and 49 low
brand ones entering the export market during one year. In the first year the two groups
of exporters exhibit similar distributions of firms over the number of products. This is
natural since prior to entry exporters don’t know about their brand effect. As the cohort
ages, high brand effect firms add a larger number of products, so that their distribution
moves to the right and grows taller. This pattern becomes clearer as the cohort ages in
the third and fourth panels of the Figure 4.
Now consider figure 5. This figure is analogous to Figure 4 except that we have used
the estimated variance of the “uncertainty” shocks of .9. In this scenario, the uncertainty
that exporters face is much larger than in the previous scenario. This means learning is
more difficult now and firms need to introduce more products to learn about their brand
effect. Thus, the difference in the number of products that high and low brand effect
firms introduce over time is smaller.
Comparing figures 4 and 5 we can also see that when uncertainty is reduced, fewer
shock instead. We chose not to do this as this would raise the noise in the model and change the extent
to which firms could learn about their brand effect.
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firms enter, and fewer new products are introduced. This is expected because expected
profits increase in ψ: when uncertainty is large even firms with a low productivity and
a low brand effect stand a chance to launch a profitable product with a high unobserved
firm specific demand shock.
5.2.2

No Learning case

When we eliminate the learning mechanism we continue to have firms draw brand effects
from the population distribution, but preclude firms from updating their beliefs. Firms
perceive that the unobserved demand shock sn is drawn from the normal distribution with
mean zero and variance given by τ 2 + ψ 2 at all times. Here we use the estimated value of
ψ = 0.89.
Without learning we don’t expect to see differences in firms incentives to introduce
new products. Figure 6 shows the distribution of firms over the number of products for
a cohort of exporters conditional on the brand effect. As in the previous counterfactual
we consider firms that draw a brand effect less than -0.1 (113 entrants ) and those with a
brand effect greater than 0.1 (107 entrants). Note that the distributions for low and high
brand effect firms still differ, but this is just because of selection. High brand effect firms
drop products less often even though they never learn about their brand effect.
Comparing the distributions of firms over the number of products conditional on the
brand effect in the baseline scenario and the analogous distribution of firms in the no
learning scenario in figures 5 and 6 respectively, one can see that the distributions in two
cases are similar. This reiterates the observation that just a moderate amount of learning
is sufficient to rationalize the product introducing behavior of exporters in the data.
5.2.3

Full information

Now we consider the full information counterfactual where firms observe their brand effect
draw, ηf , but still face uncertainty about the firm-product specific demand shocks.
Figure 7 shows the distribution of firms over the number of products for a cohort
of exporters by brand effect. We consider firms with a brand effect less than -0.1 and
greater than 0.1. The pattern that comes across is the disproportionately large entry of
high brand exporters. 167 exporters with high brand and 48 with low brand effect enter
exporting. The low brand effect exporters that enter are the highly productive exporters
that introduce new products intensively, and so we see a few large scope low brand effect
firms in panels 3-4 that show matured exporters.
Comparing Figure 7 to its baseline scenario analogue Figure 5 suggests that uncertainty about the brand effect is needed to account for the share of low brand effect firms
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entering exporting and generating attrition among new exporters.
5.2.4

No “known” demand shocks

When we set the variance of the “known” demand shocks to zero, firms no longer select
their best products to introduce first and their incentive to introduce new products will
not decrease over time. This also means that now firms are identically uncertain about the
overall demand for their new products. One would expect that fewer firms will introduce
their first product, or enter exporting.
Figure 9 shows the distribution of firms over the number of products for a cohort of
exporters under the baseline and no “known” demand shocks assumption. As expected
the number of products in the no “known” demand shocks scenario falls relative to the
baseline. From the first panel in Figure 9 we can see that fewer firms enter in the no
“known” demand shocks than in the baseline scenario.
5.2.5

Aggregate magnitudes

Now that we have a better understanding how each of the mechanisms is reflected in the
data, we are interested in their implications for aggregate trade flows. Here we consider
the implications of the learning mechanism, uncertainty about the brand effect and the
“known” demand shocks on aggregate sales.
Figure 10 shows aggregate sales in each of the four counter-factual scenarios we have
considered so far. Implications of the full information and no “known” shocks scenarios
are clear. In the first case, high brand effect firms will introduce new products more
intensely and drive aggregate sales up. In the no “known” shocks case fewer firms enter
exporting and as a result aggregate sales will be lower than in the baseline case. Aggregate
sales in the no learning and baseline cases are very similar.
To understand why, consider figure 11 that compares the distribution of the number of
products resulting in the no learning and the baseline cases. One can see that the number
of new exporters is in fact higher in the no learning case than in the learning case. This
means that expected present value of entry is in fact higher when firms are not learning.
This happens because expected profits are increasing in both τ and ψ.21 Overall, the two
distributions appear similar in each of the four years. The number of small scope firms
is larger in the no learning scenario, because firms that fail in the first few products do
not cease to attempt to introduce new products as they do when learning takes place.
There are a few large scope exporters in the baseline scenario. The fact that aggregate
21

Since τ is not decreasing over time, as it does when firms are learning, firms at any scope have equal
incentive to add new products to their exporting portfolio.
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sales in the two scenarios are similar suggests that sales of the large scope exporters in the
learning scenario contribute to aggregate sales just as much as a large number of single
product exporters in the no learning case.
To summarize, our counter-factual experiments have identified the channels through
which the mechanisms incorporated in our model (uncertainty, “known” demand shocks,
and learning about brand effect) operate. First, “known” shocks influence firms’ decision
whether to start exporting or not. In other words, firms cope with uncertainty that they
face in the export market by introducing products that they expect to be successful first,
i.e. products that have sold well domestically. This resonates with the empirical regularity that firms usually start exporting with products that they have sold domestically.22
Second, we find that uncertainty is large. Even though firms update their beliefs in a
Bayesian manner, the learning is so noisy that their behavior is similar to firms that do
not update their beliefs.
In the following section we reduce costs of introducing new products and evaluate the
quantitative implications of the policy.

5.3

Costs of introducing new products.

In our model the cost of introducing the first product is included in the cost of starting
to export for a firm as it does so with the first product. Here we consider the effect of
a decline in the cost of introducing new products into the export market on aggregate
exports. Specifically, we consider three scenarios. First, we consider a 25% drop in the
cost of introducing the first product (25% drop in c21 ). Second, we decrease the cost of
introducing all of products for a firm (25% drop in c21 ,c22 ,c23 ,c24 ,c25 ,c26 ,c27 ). Finally, we
consider a 25% decrease in the cost of introducing all but the first product (25% drop in
c22 ,c23 ,c24 ,c25 ,c26 ,c27 ).
We simulate a cohort of potential exporters that start production at the beginning
of time (i.e 2001) and gradually enter exporting. We follow their activities in the export
market for thirty quadrimesters23 . Figure 12 shows the result. Naturally a decrease
in costs for all products has the biggest impact on sales. What is interesting is that
decreasing only the cost for the first product has less effect on aggregate sales compared
to decreasing the cost of introduction for subsequent products, but not the first product.
In the first case aggregate sales increase by average 6% and in the second case they
increase by average 9% . Decreasing the costs of introducing all but the first product
22
23

Javoric and Iacovone document this pattern for Mexican firms.
In this counterfactual we consider firms entering throughout the simulation time.
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disproportionately effects the more productive exporters, and those exporters who had
high s shocks draws and believe that they have a high brand effect.
The finding that decreasing cost of introducing subsequent products has at least as
much effect on aggregate sales as does decreasing the cost of introducing the first product
relates to the two experiments with entry costs performed in Arkolakis and Muendler
(2011). In the first scenario they lower the cost of introducing only for the first product.
In the second, they reduce the cost of introduction into the export market for all products.
They find that the results from the two experiments are similar to each other, and conclude
that the simulated increase in welfare is attributable to a decline in the firm’s entry cost
for the first product. Their explanation is that product efficiency decreases fast along with
costs of introducing new products. As a result only wide scope exporters find it profitable
to introduce new products, but these products sell in minor amounts and matter little for
bilateral trade.
It is fair to say that, since our model is a partial equilibrium one and is estimated for
just a single industry we could not derive implications for multi-country trade flows to
make it directly comparable to results of Arkolakis and Muendler (2012). Nevertheless,
our counter-factual suggests that in the presence of uncertainty and even moderate learning effects, decreasing costs of introducing subsequent products can make a significant
contribution to increasing trade flows.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we measure the importance of uncertainty firms face about demand when
introducing new products, firms learning about their brand effect, and firms’ prior knowledge about their potential in each of their products prior to product introduction. To
do so we develop a dynamic model of multiproduct exporters with heterogeneity both on
the demand and supply side. We estimate it using information on firms in the Chinese
plastics industry and detailed information on their exports to the US.
We find that the incorporating “known” demand shocks and “uncertainty” into the
model is empirically important in order to account for firms product introducing behavior.
We find that “known” shocks play a significant role in determining new exporter behavior
and that “uncertainty” in the export market is high making learning noisy.
Next, we revisit the question of trade policy in multi-product setting. We simulate
a decrease in the cost of introducing new products for firms. Our simulations suggest
that in the presence of economies of scope and even moderate learning effects, decreasing
costs of introducing subsequent products can make a significant contribution to increasing
trade flows.
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Appendix 1. Tables.
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Table 1: Product monthly prices and it’s order of introduction. Plastics industry.
Age in months

Dependent variable: log of monthly prices
0.0008
(0.0007)

Order of introduction

-0.0281∗∗∗
(0.0013)

# of products

-0.0215
(0.0358)
34549
0.3667
30.3931
-4.701e+04

N
r2
F
ll
Standard errors in parentheses.
∗
p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Includes year fixed effects.

Table 2: Product monthly sales and order of introduction. All firms excluding textiles.
Dependent variable: Monthly product sales
REG1
REG2
# of products
0.0064∗∗∗ 0.0038∗∗∗
(0.0004)
(0.0004)
Order of introduction

-0.0943∗∗∗
(0.0014)

-0.0194∗∗∗
(0.0019)

738,239
0.0070

0.0199∗∗∗
(0.0003)
738,239
0.0118

Age in months
N
r2

Standard errors in parentheses.
∗
p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Includes year and industry fixed effects.
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Table 3: Product monthly sales and its order of introduction. Plastics industries.
Dependent variable: Monthly product sales
REG1
REG2
# of products
.058∗∗∗
0.047∗∗∗
(.003)
(0.003)
Order of introduction

-.223∗∗∗
( .007)

-0.161∗∗∗
(0.009)

34521
0.026

0.047∗∗∗
(0.004)
34521
0.03

Age in months
N
r2

Standard errors in parentheses.
∗
p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
Includes year fixed effects.

Table 4: Evolution of the number of products introduced in 2001. Sample includes all
firms excluding textiles, footgear and headgear that started exporting before 2001. HS-4
digit category.
t

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Number of products introduced in
2001 and sold in t.

Sold in t and t + 1
(% from total).

9,440
4,378
3,174
2,426
1,861

4,378
3,174
2,426
1,861
1,345

(46%)
(72%)
(76%)
(77%)
(72%)

Sold in t only,
carrying firm is
present in t+1 (%
share from total).
4,054 (43%)
909 (21%)
547 (17%)
444 (18%)
401 (22%)

Sold in t only, carrying firm exits in
t + 1 (% from total).
1,008 (11%)
295 (7%)
201 (6%)
121 (5%)
115 (6%)

Table 5: Average monthly sales per product. Cohort of products introduced in 2001.
t

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Mean sales for products
introduced in 2001 and
sold in t.
0.56
0.82
0.95
1.05
1.72

Mean sales for products
in t,which exit in t +
1 conditional on firm
staying.
0.24
0.38
0.43
0.31
0.41
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Mean sales for products
in t, which exit in t + 1
along with the firm.
0.24
0.51
0.40
0.55
0.32

Table 6: Evolution of the number of products introduced in 2002 by firms that have started
exporting in 2001. Sample includes only firms that operated in the plastics industry in
2001-2004. HS-4 digit category.
t

Number of products introduced in
2002 and sold in t.

Sold in t and t + 1
(% from the total).

2002
2003

450
245

245(54%)
147(60%)

Sold in t only, the
carrying firm is
present in t+1 (%
from the total).
181(40%)
74(30%)

Sold in t only, carrying firm exits in
t (% from the total).
24(5%)
24(9.8%)

Table 7: Average monthly sales per product among products introduced in 2002 by firms
that have started exporting in 2001. Sample includes only firms that operated in the
plastics industry in 2001-2004. HS-4 digit category.
t

2002
2003

Mean sales for products
introduced in 2002 and
sold in t
0.56
0.87

Mean sales for products
in t,which exit in t +
1 conditional on firm
staying.
0.27
0.21

Mean sales for products
in t, which exit in t + 1
along with the firm
0.46
0.84

Table 8: Evolution of the number of products introduced in the first half of year 2002 by
firms that started exporting in the first half of 2001. The sample includes only firms that
operated in the plastics industry in 2001-2004. HS-4 digit category.
t

2002,1-6
2002,7-12
2003,1-6
2003,7-12
2004,1-6

Number of products introduced in
2002, 1-6 and sold
in t.
182
104
73
56
48

Sold in t and t + 1
(% from total).

104(57%)
73(70%)
56(77%)
48(86%)
40(83%)
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Sold in t only,
carrying firm is
present in t+1 (%
from total).
75(41%)
24(23%)
16(22%)
7(13%)
5(10%)

Sold in t only, carrying firm exits in
t (% from total).
3(2%)
7(7%)
1(1%)
1(2%)
3(6%)

Table 9: Logit, FE
Dep.var. takes value 1 if a firm has introduce
at least one new product in a year, 0 otherwise.
Share of products dropped after one year in
total number of products (F ratef (t−1) )

-0.9518∗∗∗

Number of products (nf (t−1) )

-0.2822∗∗

Av. sales per product (Av.salesf (t−1) )

0.0416∗∗
−0.1205∗∗∗

Age
Total exports
Obs.
Standard errors in parentheses.
∗
p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

0
4,198

Table 10: Logit, FE. Plastics industry.
Dep.var. takes value 1 if a firm has introduce
at least one new product in a year, 0 otherwise.
Share of products dropped after one year in
total number of products (F ratef (t−1) )

−1.146∗∗

Number of products (nf (t−1) )

−2.116∗∗∗

Av. sales per product (Av.salesf (t−1) )

−.007

Age
Obs.

1.061
645

Standard errors in parentheses.
∗
p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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∗∗∗

Table 11: Data vs. Simulated Moments.
(Q.p (.) stands for pth percentile of variable (.))

Moment

Data

Simulated
2
N (m$f , κ$
).
f

Firms’ productivity distribution
Firm level price, quantiles
Q.25 (pf )
-1.200
-1.016
Q.5 (pf )
-0.786
-0.455
Q.75 (pf )
-0.248
-0.191
Q.98 (pf )
2.567
0.4
2
Firms’ brand effects distribution N (0, τ ).
Firm brand effect (ηf − proxy)
Q.25 (ηˆf )
-9.319
-4.721
Q.5 (ηˆf )
-4.0249
-4.033
Q.75 (ηˆf )
0.377
-3.3026
Q.98 (ηˆf )
33.956
0.139
2
Distribution of “uncertainty”(xf n ) shocks N (0, ψ ).
Share of products dropped
0.213
0.213
2
Distribution of “known”(µf n ) shocks N (0, κ ).
zf n − proxy = α + β1 nf + β2 max(nf )
α (se)
-4.856(0.269)
-4.464(0.147)
β1 (se)
-0.127(0.044)
-0.093 (0.044)
β2 (se)
0.0497(0.0291)
0.107(0.0341)
7
Cost of introducing new products (c1 , {c2n }n=1 ).
Share of firms that have introduced N products
N=1,2
0.325, 0.187
0.283,0.233
N=3,4
0.142, 0.076
0.183, 0.067
N=5,6
0.0526, 0.0371
0.066, 0.0333
N=7,8
0.023, 0.0263
0.050,0.033
N=9,10
0.0263, 0.020
0.050,0.002
Cost of introducing new products (c1 , {c2n }7n=1 ). Learning effects, i.e. ψ.
#new products in year y=α + β1 ηf ny−1
ˆ + β2 # products dropped (y-1) +β3 nf y−1 + β4 year
α
112.183 (92.159)
126.75 (72.691)
β1
0.048 (0.01)
0.028 (0.052)
β2
-0.002 (0.0231)
-0.044(0.097)
β3
0.095(0.006)
0.063(0.012)
β4
-0.056(0.046)
-0.063(0.036)
2
Firms’ productivity distribution N (m$f , κ$f ) & c1 .
Share of firms born in 1998 started exporting in
2001
0.124
0.08
1999
0.065
0.005
2000
0.0534
0.0231
Fixed cost of exporting a product F .
Mean sales among dropped products
-2.620
-2.144
Frequency of shipments, λs .
Average number of shipments per year 5.664
6.82
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Table 12: Data vs. Simulated Moments (Continued)
Moment

Data

Simulated

Distribution of transitory cost (uf nt ) and demand shocks (εf nt ). Σ. λeu .
Firm-product price, quantiles
Q.25 (pf ny )
-1.244
-0.981
Q.5 (pf ny )
-0.610
-0.457
Q.75 (pf ny )
-0.131
-0.215
Q.98 (pf ny )
5.470
0.482
Firm-product sales, quantiles
Q.25 (sf ny )
-2.134
-2.247
Q.5 (sf ny )
-0.615
-0.718
Q.75 (sf ny )
0.6803
1.035
Q.98 (sf ny )
4.815
5.589
Covariance between prices and capital stocks 0.1122
0.0014
Unit cost of production.
Covariance between prices and sales
0.105
-0.919
Covariance between prices and wages
0.0323
-0.0211

Table 13: Learning and Demand Parameters.
Parameter
τ
ψ
κ
Φ
λs

Point estimate(st.error)

St.dev. of brand effects
St.dev. of unobserved demand shocks
St.dev. of known demand shocks
Demand shifter
Hazard rate of making a sale

0.4486 (0.068)
0.8854 (0.011)
0.1316 (0.012)
0.0107 (0.0343)
0.1938 (0.277)

Table 14: Cost of production.
Parameter
m$f
κ$f
βk
βw
λeu
Σ11
Σ12
Σ22

Point estimate(st.error)

Mean of productivity shocks distribution
St.dev. of productivity shocks distribution
Elasticity of marginal cost w/r to capital stock
Elasticity of marginal cost w/r to wage
Hazard rate of a change of transient cost and demand shocks
St.dev of the transient demand shocks
Covariance of the transient cost and demand shocks
St.dev. of the transient cost shocks
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-0.2266(0.01)
0.1706 (0.0018)
0.0015 (0.0014)
0.0255 (0.0076)
0.0365 (0.036)
0.2831 (0.000688)
0.0073 (0.0036)
0.973 (0.0386)

Table 15: Estimates of parameters governing introduction of new products: Economies of
Scope.
Parameter
Point estimate(st.error)
F
c1
c21
c22
c23
c24
c25
c26
c27

Fixed cost of exporting a product
Cost of introducing a new product
Curvature
Cost shifter for the 1st product
Cost shifter for the 2d product
Cost shifter for the 3d product
Cost shifter for the 4th product
Cost shifter for the 5th product
Cost shifter for the 6th
Cost shifter for the 7th and higher products
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0.0375 (0.003)
0.0114 (0.01)
0.5447 (0.0011)
0.4307 (0.0019)
0.2495 (0.027)
0.3630 (0.0065)
0.4940 (0.0396)
0.1121 (0.0032)
0.065 (0.0462)

Appendix 2. Figures.
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Figure 1. Average monthly product sales vs. order of introduction.
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Figure 2. Average monthly product sales vs. order of introduction conditional on the
number of months the product has been exported.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the variance of the firm’s beliefs about its brand effect as a function
of the number of products introduced.
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Figure 4. Distribution of firms over the number of products conditional on the brand
effect. Baseline (ψ = 0.2). Cohort of firms that entered exporting in the same year(1st
year).
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Figure 5. Distribution of firms over the number of products conditional on the brand
effect. Baseline case (ψ = 0.89). Cohort of firms that entered exporting in the same
year(1st year).
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Figure 6. Distribution of firms over the number of products conditional on the brand effect.
No learning (ψ = 0.89). Cohort of firms that entered exporting in the same year(1st year).
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Figure 7. Distribution of firms over the number of products conditional on the brand
effect. Full information (ψ = 0.89). Cohort of firms that entered exporting in the same
year(1st year).
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Figure 8. Share of products dropped relative to the total number of products in the four
scenarios.
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Figure 9. No “known” demand shocks vs. baseline case. Distribution of firms over the
number of products. Cohort of firms that entered exporting in the same year(1st year).
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Figure 10. Aggregate sales of the cohort.
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Figure 11. No learning vs. baseline scenarios (ψ = 0.89). Distribution of firms over the
number of products. Cohort of firms that entered exporting in the same year.
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Figure 12. Quadrisemestre aggregate sales. Decreasing the cost of introducing new products.
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Appendix 3. Standard errors.

We compute standard errors numerically according to the formula:
0

V ar(θ̂) =

∂m(θ̂) ∂m(θ̂)
W
∂θ
∂θ

!−1

0

∂m(θ̂)
∂m(θ̂)
W [m(θ̂)m(θ̂)0 ]W
∂θ
∂θ

−−−→ −−−−−→
−−−−−→
where m(θ̂) = βs (θ̂) − βd (θtrue ), and W=V ar−1 (βd (θtrue ))
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0

∂m(θ̂) ∂m(θ̂)
W
∂θ
∂θ

!−1
(14)

